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What is NanoHub?

Nano Hub is a platform for share all kinds of resources with a broad
audience all over the world.
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Allowing users access to resources in a unique platform

No installation required for tool, and simplified usage process

CMS features for managing of work groups and projects

How does it work?

The Simulations and any other work the users send to NanoHub is
distributed between local resources and available clusters.
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This allow the infrastructure to be flexible because the clusters could be
anywhere and NanoHub still acts as the central frontend for all the users.
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the interaction with the re-
sources is as graphic as pos-
sible, and all the outputs are
presented in an understand-
able manner.

All the communication com-
plexity between NanoHub and
the Cluster is hidden for the
user and is completely man-
aged in the hub-side.

The challenge

The principal, challenge is to bring people all over the world better
resources, but in an always growing community new problems arise
frequently. In particular the impact of long distances in the overall
response time of the platform and how could this affect the usage of the
tools, is an issue that the NanoHub submit scheme must solve.
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The NanoHUB solution

Taking advantage of the flexibility of the model, NanoHub can avoid
delays in the results connecting the users with the nearest computational
resource available.
As an example, if some user in south america submit a job into NanoHub,
it should run in Apolo (a scientific computer center in colombia) for faster
results.

Advantages

With the ability of the resource to be everywhere, the possibilities are
broad.

the usage experience is as good as possible in every place

Usage of local resources through NanoHub to make it more accesible for
the community

NanoHub as the center of a ever growing community

people all over the world without access to such resources. can now
easily take advantage of all the things NanoHub has to offer

The submit command

The submit command is a tool that allows the communication between
NanoHub and any cluster, making all the process simpler.

Any cluster is different, the submit command make it look like if all
were the same

Simplifies the development of tools

Allow NanoHub to submit in any cluster that grant him access

The submit process
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1 Comprension of the files

2 Send the compress files to the cluster

3 Process the files on the cluster

4 Send a compressed file back with the output

5 Extract the output
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